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Eastern Washington State College

Gals Given $2,000

Cheney, Wash.

Thursday

February3, 1977

By Steve Kruger
News Editor

provide for the re-examination
of the contract every two years
for possible adjustment.
The 8.0.T. tabled a
proposal for changes in the
college by-laws concerning
EWSC hiring in policy.
The proposed amendments
would restrict the flexibility of
the hiring in process, making
any hiring of instructors above
the rank of assistant professor
and set salary levels an involved procedure involving the
hiree's department.
8.0.T. member Ron Robinson said ·that the proposal
would ..decrease hiring of cer"'
tain quality people." He cited
George Frederickson and members of the Board of Trustees met in their January meeting.
the difference of availability of ·toDr:.H.
discuss, among other topics, an additional $2,000 to be given the Women's Athletics Budget
instructors in certain fields,
saying, "History professors from the A.S. General Fund. (Photo: Greg Bilte)
are a ·dime a dozen,' but instructors in, say, Dental
Hygiene are hard to come by."
The 8.0.T. also received information on the proposed
solar heating of the fieldhouse
being built at EWSC. Under a
By Nancy Greer
the legislators unanimously smaller schools in the area.
policy directive adopted by the
News Editor
approved Resolution 1/,21, supearlier passed a similar
Washington State Legislature, The A.S. Legislature con- ,porting the Wash. State WSU
agreement to pay $2.00 for
primary consideration will be vened Monday afternoon after Senate's bill to re-designate the each of its students, the same
given new facilities that, in a short delay, caused by three state colleges as univer- amount the EWSC \egislature
both design and construction, problems in establishing a sities.
is spending.
use means of exploiting solar quorum of seven of the 15 If the bill is passed by the Howe announced that he
state legislature, the status will be in Olympia this ~eek to
energy. No official board ac- legislators.
In their first act of business, change would probably take testify at committee hearings
tion was required or taken.
effect next fall.
on the tuition issue. Students
A.S. President Jerry Howe who have not yet signed
mid at the meeting that the petitions protesting the hike
Eastern students can help and beverage cans, in the tracts, which means in apower name
switch could make it
in the A.S. office.
alleviate the energy crisis by receptacles after they are crunch, they will be among the easier to get jobs because of canA.S.do soSpeaker
Ron Weigelt
supporting RARE, an on- cleaned.
. first to be cut off by the added prestige.
opened discussion on the
campus recycling program.
Nicols said there are two .Bonneville Power Administra- The legislature finalized matter of surveying students to
The Red Barn Aluminum factors that made the program tion, who supplies their power. plans for aweekly legal aid "'get an idea of the overall atRecycling Effort (RARE) will necessary. "This community According to Nicols, EWSC clinic at EWSC. Sponsored by titudes of people on campus."
have receptacles for waste at has more aluminum waste is trying to get a program University Legal Assistance Apoll was taken five years
the red barn across from Sut- than on the average, and started with Cheney to be in-1 (ULA), the clinic will operate ago; but the results were never
ton Park.
during this energy crisis it corporated in their waste dis- on campus each Wednesday used to guide legislative acAccording to Frank Nicols, takes 95 per cent less energy to posal management program. · from noon to 4 p.m. in the tion.Afinaldecision was postdirector of the Environmental remelt (aluminum) than to ·'The program is voluntary A.S. offices.
poned until further investigaStudies program, students can extract it from ore."
right now, but if the aluminum Two legal interns, who are tioncouldbemade.
place aluminum containers, The aluminum industry runs isnot recycled it will end l;IP in third-year law students at In final business, Howe
Gonzaga University, will offer statedthat theUndergraduate
such a~ convenience food trays on interruptable power con- a sanitary landfill."
services free of charge. They Affairs Council·is meeting to
arequalifiedto appear in any discuss achange in the grading
court in the state, except the system. Under .the -present
small-claimscourt.
proposal, grades would be
..This has the potential of tabulated using the decimal
being an excellent service," system. The Council is asking
said Howe. "'S tudents who for student input on this
would otherwise just probably matter.
pleadguiltynow have achance
totalk
attorneys
get a..- ...----------..
fair
shaketo in
front ofand
the law."
The legal aid clinic opened
yesterday and will run every
Wednesday for a two-month
trial basis. Ifstudents are not Thie week:
using the service, it will be dis- Potpourri ..••..•.•......•. 2
continued at that time.
An Interview ............. 3
Appointments to discuss Point
Blank .............. 4
anylegal matter can be made Letter•
To The Editor
by calling the A.S. office at
••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 4
359-2514.
In other business, the Sound Off ................ 5
legislature allocated $276 to Goin' On .•...•...•...•.•. 8
form an activities fund for Cloaer Look .....••....... 7
students at the Spokane Inter- Star Wreck .... ........ 7
collegiate Nursing Center.
.................... ~8
The Nursing Center in- Sporta
students from EWSC, Spagetta .. •...•,.• : ..
What isthisfellow tryingto tell us?Don Mc.L;,eod,famedmimeartist, appears tobepulling in structs
WSU and several other
customersfor hisspecial show, Feb. 8th at 7:00 p.m. in thePUB Multi-Purpose Room.

EWSC's Board of Trustees
(B.O.T.) "enthusiastically approved" the allotment of an
additional $2000 to the
Women's Athletic Budget at
their January meeting
Thursday night.
The additional money was
appropriated from the
Associated Student (A.S.)
General Fund instead of the
Departmental Program Fund,
where the money would normally come from.
According to A.S. President
Jerry Howe in a memo to
B.O.T. members, .. We see a·
definite inequity in the
Women's Athletic Budget anq
consider spending some of our
own funds as the only way to
solve the problem."
In other action, the 8.0.T.
approved amendments to the
college's contract with Cheney
Medical Associates. The
amendment raises the rent of
the Student Health Center,
which is owned by the Cheney
Medical Associates, from $25,435 to $29,250 ayear.
The contract, which was
executed in 1968, did not contain any provisions for inflation. The new amendments

.
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A.S. Supports Resolution

New Recycling Center Open

Inside...
~~

~,O

. .'

c~~ff!~.P.~!!!c!. Slcyroclceting POTPOURRI

protesting
coffeethe addicts
are
weating.andover
recent
rt. e .1n price
of the South
Am.erican. bean fro~ ~hic.h
their object of d1spa1r 1s
produced.
Recent national reports indica te that consumers are
thinking twice before paying
exorbitant coffee prices.
Area coffee drinkers seem to
be consuming less of the
beverage too, but not to the
extent of anall-out boycott.
Sales in Spokane stores
showthat people are simply
drinking less coffee, but more

increase in coffee
·Therecent
1most 200 per cent
prices,
over
lastayear,
is due to apoor
coffee yield in Brazil, the
leadingcoffee exporter, according to national reports. The
law of diminishing demand
eems to be in effect.
These reports hav~not comforted American coffee consumers, however. One result
was when a Baltimore disc
jockey organized a"Balitmore
offee Party" recently, with
Baltimorians posing as Indians
throwing fake crates of

coffee-.
due tohecohlog
to rs-into
t e ar1bcal
or fac-to
protest the hi~ h prices ·
. Coffee part.1es and boycotts
app~r.ently will not help the
s1t.uat1on, however, as coffee
~rices a~e schedule~ to contrnue their upward chmb by as
much as 25 cents a pound
Tuesday.

all-time highof 7, 253 students
at Eastern during winter ·
quart er, accor ding to
Registrar Del Liljegren.
"This was the first time
there's been such ajump from
fall
to winter quarter," said
Liljegren. "There was an increase of 358 studentsfrom the
ra 1Thquarter
total of 6,895."
e enrollment
now .ts
significa ntly greater than
winter quarter, 1976, which
totaled 6,707.
A breakdown of the
sta ti st.i cs shows th at 3,485
male students registered this
quart er, an increase of 217
over fall quarter. The number
of women students increased
by about 150 to a total of 3,560.
The fresh man class showed

275 to a tota I of I,512.
Sophomores increased from
I,189 to1,203;juniorsfrom 1,413 to 1,413; and seniors from
1,276 to 1,478. The biggest
jump was the number of
graduate students, which increased byover 350 to a total
of 1,629.

catapult contest to be held in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, this
spring.
The cannon _ dubbed
"Kegboom" will shoot a 1'6gallon beer keg propelled by
compressed air.
Court Changes
This year, Rainier Breweries
is working to have Mickey
proposed constitutional amendment filed in OlymRooney as master of piaAmight
make it easier for landlords and tenants to
ceremonies and to secure one settle
questions.
of the Goodyear Blimps. · Oneeviction
of
the
charges proposed would move the court
Posters of the event are being cases from Superior
Court to the District Court level.
distributed throughout the This would mean ashorter
waiting period to be heard
Northwest.
courts would be more accessible because the
Raffle tickets are currently and
being sold for a custom built, necessity for attorneys to be present would be ruled
2-piece, 8-foot fly rod with out.The amendment will eventually go before avote of
case. Tickets are on sale at the the people. Presently, landlords and tenants are not
PUB ticket desk daily from 11
their day in court because of the high costs
a.m. to I p.m. and anytime at exercising
the Ind us trial Education and and delays.
Technology office in Cheney
'C' And Cigarettes
Hall.
Proceeds are for cannon
construction costs. The
Cigarette smokers might need more than just their
drawing will be held Feb. 11 , smokes and matches to make it through the day.
at half-time during the EWSC
Clinical research shows that smokers may need
vs. 0.1.T. game.
more vitamin Cper day than non-smokers. Smokers of
20
or more cigarettes daily experience areduction in
Five schools attended the blood
serum vitamin Clevels of as much as 40 per cent,
competition last year at Coeur according
to the Canadian Nutrition Survey completed
d'Alene with approximately in1975. So,
let's guzzle that orange jl:Jice.
500 spectators in attendance.
This year EWSC plans on
being first instead of third.
·Midwifery Malpractice?
MEN! - WOMEN!
An
investigation
of midwives was recently underJOBSONSHIPS! American.Foreign.
taken in Clark County to study possible "violations of
No experience required. Excellent
pay. W
orldwide travel. Summer job the healing arts law."
or career. Send $3.00 for informaOne Portland, Ore. midwife was told she wouldbe
tion. SEAFAX, Dept. M-9Box 2049,
fined or put in jail if she practiced in Washington.
Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
"I was told Iwas in violation of Washington State law,
that I'm not licensed because I haven't graduated from
an
accredited school of midwifery," said Hazel
Woodward.
"The Catch-22 is that there is no accredited school of
midwifery in Oregon or Washington," she said.
According to Woodward, approximately 30 unlicensed midwives are practicing in Washington .

11

It's ABird ... "

It's a bird, it's a plane, no,
it's a large silver-streaked
object flying through the air
courtesy of EWSC's catapult
team.

Enrollment
At High Peak ct.~:~~/;•;":t~.11;:•; ,rn: ~
Enrollment climbed to an the onlydecrease, dropping by as their entry in the annual
Pow-Wow Soon
Get out your war paint and
your tom-toms. The Native
American Indian Club is sponsoring adance tomorrow night
from 9p.m. to midnight in the
PUB multi-purpose room
featuring .. Orpheus."
Admission will be 75 cents
per person, and the money will
go toward Indian Awareness
Week, scheduled to be held in
March.
Illuminated
RF/Signal
Strength Meter
Built-In
Noise .Limiting
Microphone Included

Al/For

$8995

LLOYD'
S SALES &SERVICE
N. 1233 Division 326-0690
FREE PARKING!

-Interested In Government?
..__, Want To Get Involved?
Meet New People?

File For Associated Student Body
Legislator. Positions 3, 7, &5Are
Now Open For Filing. File In The
A.S. Office Rm. 303 On The Third
Floor Of The PUB Between Now &
Next Friday.
..
The Easterner

A.S. Student Welfare Committee
Page 2

Baby Business
Lengthy adoption procedures and involved adoption
laws are two reasons for the booming "angel trade" in
Italy.
The baby trade seems to be centered in southern Italy ,and the price of anewborn infant ranges from $1250
to $2000, with male children bringing more than
females.
One Italian magazine said over 100,000 newborn infants are exported to the United States annually. Italian
authorities denied any wholesale export of infants to
the U.S. and said the 100,000 figure is a gross
exaggeration. Officials do, however, acknowledge that
the trade probably exists.
Mothers who sell their babies are not "inhuman
mothers," according to one judge and apsychologist in
arecent TV program on the baby trade. He pointed out
that these mothers are already bearing an overload of
too-large families.

Transcript Trick

Most students enter the college of their choice with
an average record of achievements and alist of modest
accomplish ment,s.
Recently, aYale freshman hedged the bet that the
school would take him by doctoring his records. According to the records he sent in , Andreas Alrea was
fluent in several languages including adialect of an
American Indian language which is no longer spoken.
The records also Indicated that in the three years
since his high school graduation he had amassed a$30
million fortune in business deals and investments, and
built himself ahome In Brazil.
The charade, carried out by Patrick Michael McDermit, a house remodeler and odd-jobs worker from
California, was given up shortly before Christmas. "I
got tired of playing the game," said McDermit.
According to Yale officials, they receive between 9,000 and 10,000 applications and It is impossible to
verify all the transcripts.
Worth David, dean of undergraduate admissions,
said efforts to verify records were made "only if
something appears irregular."
February 3, 1977
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(Photos: Greg Bilte)
Dean of Graduate Studies, Dr. Frederickson: I don't
the Dean of Undergraduate know
If I agree or not. I've Many institutions In the
Studies, the Vice President only been here three and a
States have gone
of Academic Affairs, Con- half weeks. I'm sure there irUnited
out of the medical
tinuing Education, research are persons In the faculty :blght
I wouldn't be hapactivities, admissions, and In the student body who 'PYusiness.
If we had to come to that
registration, student affairs, have Intolerance by sex, :point.
all things related to race, or religion, but people · It's a terrific bargain for
academic matters. Their are people. In that respect I students. It costs you $18
report will be available expect that there Is some in- .the
a quarter for medical serMarch 1.
tol er an ce. Whether It Is vices. That's just excellent.
greater
at
Eastern
than
other
I'm pleased about that,but It
EASTERNER: What are
Iwould seriously !Is costly.
your feelings about the Institutions,
EASTEANER:Doyoua..
proposed tuition lncreue? doubt.
push In the near future
Dr. Frederickson: I'm On the other hand, Ithink any
Eastern unlveral•
never happy about tuition in- we can do amuch better job tyto granting
statue?
creases, but we have a In respect to our effec- Dr.
Frederickson: There
dilemma. The purpose of tiveness in our programs for are bills
the
higher education is to in- black students and Indian legislature to dobefore
and I'll
crease the level at which our students, and I'm deter- testify there thisthat,
afternoon
citizenry is informed and mined to do that, but I'm not (Tuesday). Mr. Howe
of the
educated. On one hand we prepared at least so far, un- Associated Students will
be
have heavily increased less the evidence Indicates joining me there. Grant
costs, so it is adilemma for 'to the contrary, to believe Smith of the faculty associaus, we do have serious cost
this place Is ahotbed of
me, also.
problems. I suppose my that
racial unrest. There's some .tionYes,is joining
there is legislation,
biggest concern here is that intolerance
here,
but
there'
s
and I hope that legislation
our tuition is almost exactly some
intolerance will
be successful. .I support
the same as WSU and the everywhere.
University of Washington's.
The kind of student who
can afford to, say, go from
Spokane
afford to live in
By Steve Kruger
that I'd very much like to say adorm orand
afraternity house
Newa Editor
that it's achallenge. It's cer- is adifferent kind of student
EASTERNER: What are tainly that. So I'll benefit in than
the sort of students who
your first Impressions of that.
lives at home, jumps on a
EWSC?
This
Is
a
very
challenging
bus
and
comes here to take
Dr. Frederickson: Well, responsibility, very in- college courses,
then goes
they're very, very positive. teresting, and I don't un- to work in the afternoon
and
I'm much impressed with the derestimate its difficulties, evening and then goes home
quality of the faculty and the but that's what makes life in- again at night. It seems really
physical plant. I've seen
to me. For Eastern, unfair to me that those two
some records on the teresting
any
kind
of change in kinds of students are
students, and our students leadership helps.
It offers the charged almost exactly the
are comparable to those of possibility
of exploring same tuition. Yet the comany institution in the state. different ways
doing munity college student is
The grade point average of things. I thinkof that's
charged half as much.
our entering students is one sometimes a bit overdone, So I guess that our conof the highest, and generally but this may provide Eastern cern is that our tuition is not
speaking, I'm just very, very with achance to do that. exactly in between the big
impressed.
EASTERNER: Do you research institutions and the
EASTERNER: Why were plan on making any major community coUeges. They're
right up against the research EASTERNER: la there it very strongly and I'm
youattracted to EWSC?
staff changH?
institutions. That may mean anything that can be done working very hard to get that
There that
Dr. Frederickson: Alot of willDr.beFrederickson:
d get amodest tui- about the free medicine passed. If it is, Eastern will
yes. We tion we'
reasons. I was raised in the have thechanges,
but I would being dropped at the Stu- be known as Eastern
resignation of hope increase,
west, in Idaho near here. I've Henry Steiner.
that
big research dent
Washington University.
He's "step- institutions the
Center?
always had an Interest In ping up to teaching"
would
get awop- Dr.Health
as we ping tuition Increase.
Frederickson: No. EASTERNER: How wlll
Eastern Washington, and say. And we have the retire·1
think
that
Eastern'• role
Institutions
i
n
Washington
I've spent some time in the ment of Dr. Whitfield after a their students can afford it. are among the last In the as anchange
Institution of higher
summer down around Walla very distinguished career. Ours certainly can't.
country to provide that ser- education.
Walla. Ithink It also has to do
EASTERNER: Linda vice. We just couldn't afford· Dr. Frederickson: I don't
with the challenge of working We have formed acom- Edward,
acting director of to offer it any longer. It's all think much. Except in name
in alocation like this. It's a mittee to generally look at the Black
Education we've been able to do to we're already a university.
how we are set up on the
whole array of reasons.
Program,
ha• expreeaed continue to offer medical We've got diversified
academic
affairs
side
of
the
EASTERNER: What, house. That committee Is concern over
at services, and we're just programs, a school of fine
prlmarlly, do you wish to ac- headed by Executive Vice EWSC. Do you racism
that barely able to do that. In the arts, aschool of business, a
complish your first year as President Marshall. That racism exlata, andagree
ff so, what years ahead we'll even have school of human learning
president of EWSC?
nd development, and so on.
Dr. Frederickson: Two group will be looking at the do you plan to do about It? to seriously reconsider that. a
We've got afine library, and
things. First, I think we need
..
80
per cent of the faculty
·to do abetter job In regards
hold doctorates. We offer
to attitudes and feelings and
degrees at the bacpoints of view of the region In
calaureate and masters level
regards to this Institution.
and we have between six
This Is afirst class Institution
and seven thousand
of higher education, but I
students. We are auniversidon't think that's generally
ty, It's just that we're not
understood by the popula.called one. I don't think that
tion, so we have abig job to
it will change things much,
do there. Thesecond thing
except to get us called what
we have to do IsIn regards to
we are, and that ought to be,
morale and feelings of self
but I don't think that It will
worth In the faculty and with
work any magic.
the students. I think those
It will put us properly
are two very Important
categorized with Institutions
responsl bllltles.
In the rest of the nation.
EASTERNER: From your
Except In five or six states,
past experiences, what wlll
Institutions of this size are
moat benefit you here at
now called universities, so
EWSC?
we're out of phase. It will put
us In phase.
Dr. Frederickson: I think
Page 3
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EDITORIALS
Point Blank

By Edye Jenkins
Managing Editor
Snow drifts, sub-zero temperatures, severedroughts and high
pressure systems have been making the weather news recently.
Many regions of the nation are experiencing the worst winter
in their histories. If these problems weren't sufficient, another,
which is directly related, hasalsobeen occurring.
The energy crisis is again a major topic of discussion th is
winter, as it has been ever since people started realizing that the
earth's natural resources might be limited.
In the past, consumer groups sprang up, and everyone began
conserving energy.Then, things beganto quiet down, and people
again began to waste fuel, both oil and electricity, possibly
, ithout acknowledging it, but they did.
Now, as schoolsand businesses are beingclosed because of the
lack of energy, maybe it'stime once again for people to think
about the future.
.
One may not think much waste occurs hereinasmall corner
l) f the nation, but, unfortunately, it does.
It's obvious in the earlymorning hoursof any weekday on the
rreewa. betweenSpokane and the EWSC campus.
Urged to use car pools, many students continue to drive alone
in their 2,000-pound motorized monsters. Strangely enough,
those studentshave .. viable" reasons for their actions. One cynic
claimed, .. There really isn't an oil shortage," while another,
proud! displaying an .. Ecology Now" sticker on his carsaid,· 1
like to drive by myself. That way, I don't have to depend on
anyone else or wait for anyone."
It's assured that those same two persons will be seen waiting in
long lines at the gas stations next summer to purchase even
higher priced fuel because of their selfishness.
Electricity, whichhas been abundant in the Pacific Northwest
but not in other areas, is another facet of theenergy crisisthat
cannot be ignored.
President Carter ha£ asked businesses to lower office and
otherworking facilities temperatures, and manyhave complied,
for the timebeing. How many will continue to conserve on this
basis, however, after the present problems have subsided?
Hopefullymanywill, but more realistically, few will.
Private residences also add to the waste problem, where
temperatures maysoar toward the high seventies or eighties. As
onepersonsaid, however, "It's my house, and I'll keep it at
whatever temperature I want.''
Tropic warmth might be nice·now, but next summer and
winter mayexperience evengreater energy shortages because of
hedonistic selfishness now.
Walkingaround EWSC'scampusis another enlightening escapade in theenergy crisis situation. Many buildings have lights
shininglate into the night, if not all night, while no one isusing
thefacilities. Safetyfactors seem to be the reason here. It seems
doubtful, however, that mere light bulbs are going to keep
anyone who really wishes to break into these buildings from
doingso.
It's true that leaving one light bulb burningor making a
special trip into Spokane will not alter the course of thecrisis,
but combined, these wastefulactions by many persons can make
adifference.
It isabout timepeoplebegan to recognizethe true seriousness
of theenergy crisis, and stop thinking that theywill conserve
tomorrow.
In essence, .. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure... Old and rather trite, but it makessense.
~
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Unpardonable

Dear Editor:
In response to the
editorial printed in the
January 27 issue of this
paper, this writer would
like to make some
arguments in behalf of the
opposite position of that
taken by Ms. Jenkins.
President Carter's pardon of the draft evaders
was an unpardonable
mistake (excuse the pun).
He has effectively
rendered useless the only
reliable method of quickly
raising an armed force.
In the past, three facto rs have Influenced
young men to serve in the
military. The draft was
one, but that's out now.
Patriotism was another,
but that isn't likely to get
us any more soldiers than
those we have now; most
of our patriots are already
in the military. The third is
self-preservation. When
threatened, Americans
have always responded
admirably, and will
probably continue to do
so.
But here lies aproblem.
When Pearl Harbor was
attacked, few Americans
hesitated to answer the
call to arms. Unfortunately, by the time Americans
today realize they are
being threatened,it will be
too late.
The next Pearl Harbor
will have a devastating
and crippling effect.
America will be unable to
respond . Resistance
movements would be
organized, certainly, but
they would have little import on the final outcome.
So much for selfpreservation.
Consequently, we are
forced to rely on our standing army, what little of
that there is. This isn't so
bad, but Carter wants to
reduce that. And those
who wish to cut military
benefits only add to the
problem of recruiting men
to taketheplaces ofthose
nolonger abletocontinue
in their country's servitude. Cuts inthedepartment of Defense'sbudget
do nothing to help the
Page 4

situation.
group at
It has come to the pol nt _Counseling
Eastern, however, there Isa
where military strategists .Rape
Crisis Clinic as near as
are seriously considering Spokane,
are
the use of nuclear several formsandof there
cou nsell ng
explosives as adefensive for men and women
weapon against an here In Cheney. As forright
not
agressor in Europe. Not
as a deterrent, but as a providing a "reasonable
WEAPON.Andth~isn~ budget" to the Local
avery bright prospect.
Committee, to do
The only way to end the Women's
otherwise
be unfair.
reliance on nukes is to Do the otherwould
minority
maintain alarge enough on campus feel thatgroups
they
conventional force that receive "reasonable"
the military commander budgets?
I think not. To do
has aviable alternative to so would be
Impossible.
nuclear destruction.
Carter's virtual negation
Eastern
does
afairly good
of the possibility of adraft Job, at least trying,
to offer
system has made this service to the people,
nearly Impossible. One and women. The key wordmenIs
can only hope that he
Men and women.
doesn't do any more "and."
Perhaps, the reason "opdamage. But then, he has pression
of women is not
four years ....
Jeff Lambert lived as acrucial problem by
e campus female popThe Feminist th
ulation" is because this
Dear Editor:
Women's
After reading Jan. 26's "Member of Isthewrong
when
issue of "The Feminist"Ifeel Commission"
weeps of "facll ities and
compelled to "raise the con- she
that women here in
sciousness" of "A Member services
are denied." Most
of the Women's Com- particular
women at Eastern do realize
mission," who enlightened that
discrim ination, among
us all to the "anarchronlstic
troubles, does exist
traditionalism" of E.W.S.C. other
here. Among other troubles.
I would agree that it is In- Sexism
the campus
deed narrow minded people problemis .notThis
not
who discriminate according "wonderland" Is
to one's sex and Icharge this everything Is perfect.where
This
"Member of the Women's "Member of the Women'
s
Commission" with doing just Commission"
that. Her sexist prejudices hai Is from the Eastapparently
and if she
betray her righteousness came "out West" looking
for
throughout the article.
place where seldom is
1admit we do not have a a
adiscriminating word,
Women's Clinic to service heard
suggest she return from
the special needs of women. Iwhence
she came.
Neither do we have aMen's
Clinic to specially serve men. lncidently, as she felt It her
Instead we have aStudent moral duty to "raise the conHealth Center for everyone, sciousness" of our local
men and women. We have women, why was she afraid
no free courses to teach self- todisclose her name at the
defense to women but we article's close? Why would
also have none for men.
ahighlyprincipled perInstead, we (men and ssuch
want to be known. only
women) can take Karate or ason"A
of th e
other forms of self-defense Women'sMember
Commission"?
as part of the schoo l
KevinQuinn
curriculumand in addition
attendany of the myriad of EDITOR'S NOTE: Just for
self-defense clubs, which your Information, there is a
meet before and after
self-defense class
school. If you were raped, I free
atEWSC by yours truadmit there is no Women's taught
ly for men and women.
February 3, 1977

Sound Off

It was recently announced that eight of ttie men's
varsity sports at EWSC (football, basketball, track,
baseball, tennis, wrestling, cross-country and swimming)
leave the Evergreen Conference and
becomemay
independent.
Would you like to see this happen? If so, would you
IIlikeorthem
Ill? to stay in NAIC Division Ior go· NCAA Division
Bob Altshuller, Graphic
Arts, Senior: If the funds
are available, I feel it
would be abig step in the
right direction. The better
caliber of sports would
benefit the school and its
student body, which
Eastern needs.

Mick Beadle, Rec. Administration, Senior: No, I
would not like to see them
leave the conference. If
they did they wou Id have
difficulty in finding games
to play.

I

Jeffery WIiiiama, R-TV,
Sophomore: Yes, I would
like to get away from the
restrictions of the EVCO
Con. and go NAIA Division
I independent. Lifting the
restrictions on practices
and athletic scholarships
would be beneficial.
Especially if they give one
to the announcer.

Tom Richard•,
Marketing, Junior: I'm
100% for the change to·
NAIA independent.
Without the change
sooner or later we'll lose
football and baseball. If
we pull out we'll be able to
give the students teams
that are worthwhile to
watch. It'll make for much
better competition in
wrestling and track, too.
Grant Roaenqulat,
Mayhem end Chao•,
Senior: Why not NCAA
"' Division 5or 6? Why not
NBA Pacific Division?
Why not National League
West? Why not Big Ten?
Why not AFCCentral?
Why not Spokane City
League? Why not World
Cup? Why not Bi-County
.B? Why not white wine
with redmeat?
TheEasterner

Author Of "Dune" lectures
By Karen Cadd1s

hell,' or three... 'Thanks, we
and six years of
appreciate your helpand will philosophy
Staff Writer
research.
start
doing
something
about
bases the trilogy's
rank Herbert, science fictake thelast option Herbert popularity
on comtion author especially noted it.' IfIfthey
they chose thefirst two, enormous
munication
and
the
fact
for his "Dune" trilogy stirred fine.
thenwe can go out andpicket. "I'm not talking down to that
the
the imaginations of EWSC Too
ey (environmen- readers." Healso feels that the
students in Tuesday's lecture. talists)baddidnth
't
tak
e
m
y
id
e
a."
Anative of Washington and Imagination was,.another books are carrying deeper
that appeal to the
past newspaper reporter, main
point in Herbert's lee- .meanings
public.
Herbert stressed imagination,
writing techniques, communication, ecology and the
experiences of !ife during his
Feb. I lecture in Showalter
Auditorium, tinting each area
with a touch of humor.
As one of his main points,
Herbert emphasized the need
to look for the disparities in
life. "Welive in alight-switch
society, if we reachfor it and
turn it on and it doesn't work,
we call the super,'' he said.
Herbert feels that society
expects things to happen instantly and people to be
beyond mistakes.
Heros Harmful?
Herbert gave this as one of
the reasons he cannot abide
heros. .. Heras are bad for
society. Why? Because we tend
to make them perfect and we
.then do not question their
decisions," he said. He
explained that he attempted to
put this point across in Frank Herbert, author of the "Dune" trilogy and other
"Dune" by creating the perfect novels,
met with students in EWSC's Bookstore after his lechero and then showing his ture Tuesday
to autograph books for his fans.
fallibility.
ture. "Imagination is one of Although Herbert will not
Herbert tends to apply this your
most valuable tools," discuss workin progress he did
concept to ecology, an area said Herbert,
announced announce that he hasjust comwhere he is as knowledgable as to his parentswho
on his eighth pleted abook entitled "Dosadi
many ecology professors.
that he was going to Experiment" which, according
Herbert, who has turned six birthday an
~uthor .. "Th.is is .to h'im, basicallydeals with a
acres of his land into an become
why
I
d
eplore.
suppression massive psychological experiecological demonstration of imagination the
around me." ment on a group of people
project, gave as anexample a
Background
confrontation between en- Herbert'
s wide Broad
and varied without their consent.
vironmentalists, a smelter m background in writing and
Study in
Tacoma and himself.
living was veryevident in the Guadalajara,
Mexico
Options Given
content of his lecture as well as
"A group came to me and in his books. His past life has
asked me to helpthem stop the included stints as a
GUADALAJARA SUMMER
smelterfrom polluting. Iasked photographer, oyster diver, lay SThe
CHOOL, afully accredited UNIVERSITY OFARI ZONA program.will offer
them for their plan and they analyst, and newsman, all of July
1-August 12. anthropology. art.
omics, bilingual education, folktold me that they had avague which provided information econ
lore, history, political science, Spanish
idea to picket or block access for his stories.
language and literature. Tuition and
$220; board and room with
points. I told them if Ilived in The "Dune" tr ilo gy fees,
Mexican family, $280. Write to
my grandfather's time, Iwould ("Dune,"
GUADALAJARA SUMMERSCHOOL,
"Dune
Messiah,"
1530
G
Apartments, University of
make my grandfather's mis- hildren of Dune") was also Arizonaa,mTmaucson,
Arizona 85721 .
takes. If they wanted to stop "C
th
e
result
of
Herbert
'
s
the pollution I would set up
free legal services and help
themorganize abank account
for money collections. They
couldthen go to thecompany
and say 'We know that we
have aproblem here and we're
willing to help youcorrect it
donating money.'
I·hbyave"The
smelter would then
three options: one... to
,say, 'W1e'renot doinganything
'bad, go to hell;' two ... 'Goto

L

HAVE~
HEART!.

·(Jt cJ-/oW£

PIPES -BATIK SHIRTS
POSTERS

West 14- YorkAve.

Spokane, W-a. 99205
509-325-3779

"The Beat Joint
In Town"

INCENSE
BOOKS - JEWELRY
Page5

Send her the
FTD
LoveBundle™
Bouquet fors
Valentine'
Weekend.

Reachoutand
touchherwith this
FTD LoveBundlern
Bouquet. Your
FTD Floristcan

$1500

Usualforlyavai
able
*
less lthan
As an indep ndent businessman,each
FTD Mmb rFlorist sets his own prices.

Say FTD©... and be sure.
1q77 non t •Transworld D!!hvery
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Goin' On

ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Feb. 3: Mark Williams Senior Clarinet Recital, MBRH
8:15 p.m .. "King Lear," College Theatre, 7:30
p.m. - Art exhibit, "Canada, Year of the
Earth," DOVE Art Gallery - all day, for the
month of February.
Feb. 4: "King Lear," College Theatre - 7:30 p.m. -Native American Indian Club Dance, PUB - 9
p.m. - 12 midnight.
Feb. 5: Washington State Music Teachers Association Auditions, MBRH -all day - "King Lear,"
College Theatre -7:30 p.m. - Winter Festival
Semi-Formal Dance at the Davenport -9p.m.
1:30 a.m.
Feb. 6: A.S. Movie, "The Sunshine Boys," and
"Charlie Varrick," PUB - 7:30 p.m.
Washington State Music Teachers Association Auditions, MBRH, all day.
Feb. 7: A.S.Winter quarter pool championships, PUB
Gameroom - 1 p.m. - A.S. Movie, "The
Sunshine Boys," and "Charlie Varrick," PUB 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 8: Lecture, Clay Smothers, "The Other Side of
the Negro Story," Showalter Auditorium - 12
noon - Mime artist, Don McLeod,PUB Multipurpose room 7p.m.
Feb. 9: Geology lecture series, Dr. Erik Erickson,
"Uranium and Geology in Southern Oregon,"
Showalter Auditorium - noon - Student
Recital, MBRH - 3 p.m. - A.S. Movie,
"Investigation of a Man Above Suspicion,"
PUB -7:30 p.m.
"AT THE BARS"
Casa Blanca .Cantlna ........................ Daybreak
Clinkerdagger, Bickerstaff
and Petts .......... Mary Allward and Joe Alsgaard
Doc Holiday's Tavern ....... ........ Touch of Country
Fireside Inn .................................. Pleasantry
Goofy's ................. ...... ................... Bighorn
Kon Tiki ................. ........... ... .... .......... Lark
Ridpath Roof ... ..............·............Casanova Two
The Roadhouse ........ ....... ...... ....... Brotherhood
Saison'• ....................................... Diamonds
Sheraton ............. Louie Fontaine and the Rockets
Spokane House ... ............ New Deal Rhythm Band
Studio K........................... Guitarist Ev Eggers
\\'astJbo1.1rd Willie'• ... ... ... .The Tom Becker Rand

Album Spotlight
Next week brings a variety
of musical specials to KEWC,
665 AM in the dorms, and
KEWC-FM, 89.9on your FM
dial.
Monday at 8p.m. on FM,
· Jeff Rosen will spin, cover to
cover, the latest album by the
rock group City Boy. Their
album .. Dinner at the Ritz"
should provide enough punch
for all fans of hard rock.
Every Tuesday morning
between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.,
Rebecca Clark hosts the best
in country rock and bluegrass
on FM. This week Rebecca
features the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band.
Tuesday is also the day for
No, 180 Proof is not the name of an alcoholic beverage, but KEWC
665 Album Spotlight.
the fantastic band playing at Saturday's semi-formal dance Moe Murphy
will spotlight
at the Davenport.
"Ask Rufus," the newest
album from Chaka Kahn, and
"Rufus." The album consists
of mostly mellow jazzy sounds
of soul.
Remember the sounds of the
by Nancy Greer
held this Saturday at the fifties? Mitch Silver does on
News Editor
Davenport Hotel in Spokane. KEWC 665. He plays them for
Apathy and indifference "180 Proor' will provide you every Wednesday between
among Eastern students music for the dance, which 6and 8p.m. on "Old Gold."
prompted the cancellation of runs from 9p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Also on Wednesday
the annual Winter Festival, ac- No admission will be charged. evenings at IO p.m., Bruce
cording to Student Activities The outdoor activities of the Frauman hosts "Jazz at 10"
Review Board (SARB) chair- Winter Festival, such as snow on FM. Jazz guitarists ranging
man Art Martin.
sculpture and broom hockey, from Al DiMeola to John
SARB was sponsoring the were automatically cancelled McClaughlin to Jim Hall will
Festival completely free of due to lack of snow. But Mar- be featured.
charge to all students.
tin was ready with avariety of Thursday night on FM, Jay
.. The weather didn't indoor events that he was sure Conklin
will play every actioncooperate and neither did the would attract students to the packed cut on Journey's
st ud.ents. " said Mart in. Festival.
newest release, "Next." The
..They want to be entertained, .. We thought we had crazy album
contains some of the
but they sure won't par- enough events that would best guitar work ever of Neal
ticipate."
make people want to get in- Schon, on the slow side as well
A semi-formal dance volved," he said ...There was a
fast side.
scheduled to climax the eight- pie-eating contest, a dunking as Bethe sure
to listen to these
day Winter Festival will still be machine and an obstacle special features
of your camcourse to run."
pus radio stations along with
"There was over $250 worth their daily variety of musical
of prizes to be given out," pleasures.
added Martin. "It didn't help
though; just one person signed
up. I don't know what
motivate the students."
.. Why more people didn't Entertaining the hearts of
participate in the Festival, I students with ••wining and
don't really know," said Mar- djning" are Tawanka Comtin. "But Idon't think we'll try mons and Pearce Hall as they
anything like it again, as long prepare for a Valentine's Day
Dinner-Dance, Feb. 10 at 7
as I'm here anyway."
p.m.
Tawanka is going full speed,
supplying alucious candlelight
meal including tender morsels
of succulent steak, garnished
with greenery, potatoes, and
one ol their delicious desserts.
After enjoying one of
~:~v~~if!a~~~s,
Tawank a's finer meals,
Blazers, Pants
calories
will be burned as
Disco Tops
students dance to the sounds
of ··Breezy."
..
To keep this joyous occaforemost in the minds of
4715 N. Madison sion
those whoattend thegayla afSpokane
fair, Lockwood Studio has
328-7809
agreed to take pictures,
charging a mere pittance of
$3.50 and a discount price of
~ongs -Jewelry $2.50 for those with· Social
Fee Cards.

Winter Festival Canned
Due To L.aclc Of Support

NOTICE

wil Cupid Day Fun

ON
SALE
NOW
Closing Out For Spring
40~0 0FF

I

f>lidqe

',•-HEAD SHOP•C!
gh I1
1I For"HiLess"
II
II
I ·
I

'-----STUDENTS
PipesJ'

...and

Your Center For

Valentine Gifts, Hallmark Cards
&Russell Stover Candies At ...

more

•\

we're
here in
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serve youbetter
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ENTERTAINMENT
Lear Reborn At EWSC
I

•

By Gretchen Glass
Though the acting itself is
fantastic, sets, make-up and
special effects are equally
exceptional in EWSC's
production of Shakespeares
immortal, "King Lear," now
playing at the College Theatre.
Usually I find it difficult to
sit through three hours of
Shakespeare, but Eastern's
Drama Department should be
complimented on its ability to t t
translate an otherwise intellec{
tual play into something easy
~ - of thel setPhase
2
enough for the average person Simplicity
adds a
to understand.
unique dimension to the play's
success. The lack of bright
lights and an elaborate set
leaves the stage looking
mysterious, allowing the
viewer;s imagination to flow. ·
With the help of dry-ice and
background music, the setting
for .. King Lear" takes on
various forms during the play.
At one time, the stage looks
like the inside of a palace,
while at another time it
the greenish-black
Extensive make-up for resembles
of aforest
at dusk.
"King Lear" takes hours to huePossibly
another
reason for
complete.
Phase 1 the darker setting
was to make

Stephen Ramages' performance as the elderly King
more feasible. Ramage, an
EWSC junior, displays an un- ~.
believable
acting by .,. . .ic- portrayingknack
an for
80-year-olct
In the Art Department work together making
man, a far cry from his ''\Students
.
m
asterpieces
out of everyday Items.
youthful 21 years.
It's easy to tell by his performance in "King Lear," that
Ramage's dramatic career will
be asuccess if he continues to
by Gretchen Glass
perform in the same proEntertainment Editor
fessional manner.
It takes agreat amount of talent to see the beauty in all
AIthough there were other
whether it'sapile of garbage or aspacious mounfine performances, without things,
tain.
s art department seems to have cornered the
Ramages' superb interpreta- marketEastern'
in taking aCLOSER LOOK at every-day surroundings.
Half the wondersof the world escape an untrained eye,
but an artist sees the beauty in the things others find
meaningless.
From asmall piece of glass to ashapeless heap of clay,
art students are molding EWSC's campus into a piece of
art in itself.
Hosting three different galleries on campus, each
-emphasizing certain aspects of art, students strive to reach
their goal of creating bigger and better masterpieces. And,
according to Eastern's Art Department Chairman,
Gregory Hawkins, it's working!
students have exhibits touring in national exhibits,
' Phase·3 one"Two
m·an shows," Hawkins said ... Two others have received
tion of King Lear, the· -piay awards
from the Seattle Art Commission and several arwould be far from excellent.
ticles written by staff have been published."
Davis Plays Fool
Hawkins
very excited about what is happening in
For every King there is a Eastern's artseems
'Star Wreck by Mike Moulton·
department. "We have very strong people in
jester, and Lear's own private the
art department," he said, speaking of the en~less array
·fool was amusingly played by of talent.
found in many art students. . . ..
e11P1J11N Q1.11«) T£ e_11Nt:cNs .-, e£ 1N', -ALVNG
IKevin Davis. Always by Lear's
"We
trying to develop programs to attract newside, ready to giv~ p_oetic and comers toaredabble
711£ SHIP/
in art," Hawkins said. He feels the art
op1n1ons to department has a"responsibility
I·humorous
make everyone aware
problems facing the near-mad we are over here ... to show what'tos going
on in the world
King, Davis 1s a welcoming of art."
addition to the essentially
Exactly
what
is
going
on
in
Eastern's
growing
world of
serious lav.
art? In the main gallery, artists have taken steel beams and .
welded them together into various mechanical shapes.
"Stranger to Myself," an autobiography in
photography, is at the Grande Gallery in Monroe Hall,
sponsored by the Black Education Program.
Way back in acorner of the PUB is the Dove Gallery.
During the month of February, ..Canada, Year of the
Earth," a historical exhibition, can be seen.
"We have very good attendance at our galleries,"
Hawkins said... We're another resource on campus, just
WHRT DOE.$ IT
like the library."
Eastern 's ·'library" of art has proved itself avital part of
Do 011PTIIIN f
campus life and its resources are available to anyone wanLETS our J1 $PRAY
ting to take aCLOSER LOOK into the wonderful world of
POISIJNous TO
_(Photos: Greg Bilte) art.
eLIN(JONS.
Steve Boergadine is another
of the many good performers
in "King Lear." as he portrays
the cunning, bastard son of the ~~\)
• •
~or,.:es
Earl of Gloucester, brilliantly
played by Kris Kittleson.
Working as ateam could be
the besl explanation of the
success of .. King Lear." Even
though it's played only three
' nights, it is already being con, side red possibly one of the best
lJHIIT Do tpu
Cheney 235-6122
productions yet at Eastern.
<!4LL tr?
1
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Eastern Continues 1st-Place
Battle On Road This Weekend
SPORTS
·· ·~ •· _
_
EvCoLGEHoop

(THRU SUN.)
Eastern Wash.
Central Wash.
Oregon Tech
Southern Ore.
Oregon College
Western Wash.
Eastern Ore.

WL
61
61
43
34
24
24
O6

ALL

16w2l
12 6
16 3
1
8 81
6 13
5 12
3 15

~

Palmer rewarded his team- stafrs Athlete of the Month
by H'owie Stalwick
mates' faith with 14 points and honor (see story).
Sports Editor
Ill
.
,
a
fine all-around game.
Glenn finished with 11
Don't let the Eastern
Palmer also teamed with points despite a leg injury
Washington State basketball
Cox
and
Glenn
in
particular
to
which
was still bothering him
team fool ya. They may be
bury the Cats for good with a slightly, while Harpole hauled
keeping an eye on the weather
9-3 explosion in the first four down five key rebounds and
picture back East, but their
minutes of the second half. hit for five points in l0
idea of the "East ' begins and
Despite their three first-half minutes of action to earn the
ends at Kansas City, Mo., site
fouls, both Cox and Glenn did team coaches' Player of the
of the NAIA national basketmore than their share to corral
award.
ball championships.
Central's excellent starting Week
Back-up forward Alphonso
The Eagles took a big step
forward
trio
of
Dave
Oliver,
Roberts of Central played an
towards assuring theirselves a
Les Wyatt and Steve excellent
game in relief,
pot in that prestigious tournaJohansen.
scoring
11 points and
ment with their convincing 79After scoring 56 points at matching Glenn's 12
57 rout of Central Washington
home versus the Eagles, they rebounds.
State College of Ellensburg
were
held to just 29 Saturday. As for Waters, what can you
last Saturday in the Special
Furthermore, they combined say? Playing with his damaged
Events Pavilion.
for just 10 rebounds, two less left knee heavily bandaged, the
Eastern still has seven more
than Glenn himself and just senior co-captain dealt out 11
obstacles in their way before
one more than Cox.
crowd-pleasing assists and was
they even attend the District I
All the Wildcats again gave a definite plus to the team
finals this winter, however,
the
6-8
Johansen
plenty
of
help
scoring exactly zero
and three of those problems
defensively against Cox, but despite
points.
will arise during a four-day
the
6-6
post
man
still
tied
Though
Waters yielded his
road swing this weekend.
Wyatt, Palmer and teammate usual starting role to freshman
The Eagles are
Paul Hungenberg for game understudy Terry Reed, the
overwhelming favorites to win
scoring honors with 14 points. senior co-captain surprised
their two Evergreen
Cox'
s fine effort helped him many with his quickness and
Conference games at Monclinch The Easterner sports by playing 15 minutes.
mouth tomorrow versus
Oregon College of Education
and Saturday in Bellingham
Eastern's Gene Glenn (40) battles Alphonso Roberts of
opposite OCE's current fifth- Central Washington and fellow Eagle Paul Hungenberg for
p ce par-tne'r', ·Weste.rn • conttol ·of the ball last Saturday during EWSC's 79-57 vie-.
W~shington State College.
in the Special Events Pav,ilion. (Photo by Mike Bade)
However, EWSC's biggest oncetoryagain
those entered include: Tripp
By Mark James
for first place in the Jim Savage.
fight this coming weekend may conference
Ritchie in the high hurdles and
Writer
at 6-1.
Insiders feel that perhaps ThirtySports
come in a non-leaguer next The victory
from EWSC will the 440-yard run; Scott
the Eagles' only major journey men
Monday at Seattle Pacific much assured thatalsoEW pretty
for the Marshall, a 6-9 high jumper;
main- weakness this season may be UniversitytoofSeattle
College, traditionally one of tains the No. l Northwest
Washington In- Paul Gerry in the shot put;
the stronger small-college small-college rating and 13th the lack of capable, vitational
indoor track meet and Paul Krammer, Andy
experienced people to back up
teams in the Northwest.
for Hee · Edmunsoh Newing, Tom Richards and
spot in the weekly polls inside forward stars Ron Cox slated
"SPC's got an excellent NAIA
Pavilion
Sunday.
Jeff Manning in the mile relay.
they carried into the and Gene Glenn in case of inbasketball team," Eastern · which And
At last Saturday's
Many of Eastern 's top per- Wh.itworth
the 22-point win jury or foul trouble.
Coach Jerry Krause confirms. game.
all-comers
also means that One game hardly proves for mer s, including long meet, Steve College
"I don't have their record, but probably
was the lone
still leads the NAIA that prob1em is solved, but the jumper George Hodges and EWSC maleKiesel
I know they're one of the inEastern
competitor to
members of the two-mile relay garner a first-place
teams being considered for the average point spread with entire Eagle team had to be team,
spot. His
will stay home. Among l:14.8 time in the 600-yard
heartened when Harpole and
NCAA Division II playoffs for an 85.2-61.6 norm.
run
"Our defense was much Savage replaced Cox and
the West Coast."
was good enough for top prize.
The Falcons' expected closer to our potential than it Glenn during their first-half
Assistant Coach and 1976
toughness could be an almost was at Central," Krause com- foul difficulties and played
NAIA champion Greg
welcome problem for the men ted after Saturday's most impressively.
Mitchell
6-9 in the
Easterners. Certainly the triumph ... We played our nor- Harpole in particular Ah, there's no sound of joy high jumpjumped
event.
Eagles tamed Central's Wild- mal pressure defense, and we seemed to gain more con- quite like that of a woman Easternto's winLisathatSorrell
cats with almost shocking ease caused a lot of disruption in fidence with every shot and with her purse filled. And streaked to first in the 300last Saturday, and EWSC their offense.
The gangly 6-10 Eastern Women's Athletic yard dash in the college-age
bashed OCE 86-54 and .. As a team we were better rebound. from
Moses Lake Director Peggy Gazette was as women's division. For the
Western 78-62 at home in their physically, too. (Eddie) Waters freshman
looked
a
bit
awed by it all in bubbly
Eagle women it was their first
d expect her to meet
EvCo openers four weeks ago. returned, and even though his some early games,
big be after asheryou'
of the year. The next
request for an ad- scheduled
The Central game was knee was not at full strength, guy took over forbutCoxthewith
event is set for Feb.,
$2,000 for the 1976-77 19 at Whitworth.
almost anti-climatic after the he's helpful because of his 5:59 to go in the opening half ditional
women's sports budget was Coach Jerry Martin said
Cats' last-seconds 68-66 vic- leadership and the stability he and helped increase Eastern 's approved
last Thursday by the that his two-mile squad contory in Ellensburg five nights gives us."
lead to a healthy 35-22 EWSC Board
of Trustees.
before. Still, you sense Krause Krause was particularly 24-20
margin
by
intermission.
of Steve Kiesel, Tom
"I was just thrilled it was sisting
and his troops just might take pleased with the play of three "I have a lot of confidence passed
Richards, Dave Hall and Rick
by
the
Board,"
the win, which came before a of his reserve players, wing in him," Krause said of Har- exclaimed. "We're Gazette
Gehrts, has an excellent
record Eastern crowdof 5,150 Ray Palmer and inside
..I think a big man process of deciding howinwe'there chance of entering the NAIA
and deadlocked the two clubs forwards Marty Harpole and pole.
developing
has
to
have
Championships to be
to divide it. The first Indoor
1976-77 VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL ROSTER
patience, but he also has to going
held in Kansas City, Mo., Feb.
goal
is
to
reestablish
the
track
PLAYER
YR. POS.• HT. WT. LET HOMETOWN, SCHOOL(S)
have confidence in himself. andfield budget."
25-26.
Ron Cox
Sr. IF 6-6 224 3 Coulee City, Wa (Coulee City)
Bob Gatlin
Fr. W. 6-3 175 - Phoenix, Ill. (Thornrldge)
Usually progress is slower (for Gazette estimated that the Hodges, whose best leap in
Gene Glenn
Jr. IF 6-5 172 · - Tacoma (Lincoln)
big ·men) because they have
long jump this season has
tracksters might wind up the
Martin Harpole Fr. IF 6-10 195 - Moses Lake (Moses Lake)
large growth spurts where it's gal
been 23-2, is given an outside
Mike Heath
So. W-PG 6-5 198 - Moses Lake (Ephrata)
with about half of the $2,000. chance
(Tr.I :G\nzaga University)
at qualifying for
more
difficult
to
learn
skills.
$580 has already been Nationals.
Paul Hungenberg Jr. W 6-3 180 1 Gr\eley, Colo.(University)
"I expect him to be a very Some
turned
over
to
the
women'
s
Ray Palmer
Jr. W-1 F 6-5 185 - Los Angeles (Crenshaw)
important factor throughout basketball team to help solve CORRECTION-It was in(Tr.)(W.Los Angeles C.C.)
Terry Pepple Jr. W 6-4 180 1 Merc~r Is.,Wa.(Mercer Is.)
the rest of the season."
reported last week
of their financial woes, correcetly
Terry Reed
Fr. PG 5-9 152 - Taco~(Wilson)
Krause admitted a bit of some
BradCossette, rather than
leaving around $400 to split that
Wayne Robinson Jr. W 6-3 181 - Tacom (Lakes)
(Tr.)(Centra aC.C.)
surprise
when
his
players
Mike
Crossett,
the
between the girls' tennis and Eastern men's mileranrelayonsquad
Jim Savage
Fr. IF 6-5 218 - Port Ore ard, Wa.(S.Kitsap)
voted Palmer into the starting swim
teams
and
maybe
to
Ed Waters
S. PG 6-2 175 3 Los Ange es (Crenshaw)
Vic White
Fr. W 6-4 188 - Colorado Springs, Colo.(Harrison) lineup Saturday over Mike cover a few outstanding at the University of Idaho In·Positions key:IF:inside forward;W:wing:PG:point guara.1
Heath, but the injury-plagued volleyball debts. (H.S.)
vitational Jan. 23.

••-·

lra

Eagle Men Visit
Seattle For Track

Trustees Olcay
·Budget Boost
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Wrestlers Home To Host
Rare 'Tripleheader'Affair

..

Lanny Davidson

Jerry Lorton

By Mark James
Sports Writer
Eastern's wrestlers will conclude their regular season
home schedule with four
matches this weekend in the
Special Events Pavilion.
Eastern 's busy weekend
slate will include ahighly unusual .. tripleheader" Saturday
after tonight's battle al 7:30 in
the Special Events Pavilion
with Western Washington
State College of Bellingham.
Friday's date with
Missoula's University of Montana crew has been moved
back to 3p.m. Saturday. The
Eagles will follow that con-

by Howie Stalwick
Sports Editor

point or two of them on every
event except bars. We had a
really good night on (balance)
beam, but we were weakest on
(the uneven parallel) bars."
Eastern swept second
through fourth place in beam
behind the strong efforts of
Linda Chulos (7.8), Jan
Rohrer (7.75) and Nancy
Barrett (7 .2).
A major factor in the
Eagles' fine showing at Eugene
was the fact that Chulos and
Rohrer, the team's top two allarounds, were finally able to
overcome their lingering injury
problems and compete in all
four events for the first time
this season.
Davis said both girls were
still limited because of their
physi·cal problems, but
Rohrer finished third in A.A.
at 30.65, and Chulos was right
behind her at 30.30. Oregon's
Wendy Halberg totalled 31.85
to win top honors.
Pam Brown and Lisa Updegrave, who helped carry the
Eastern squad in the earlier

absences of Chulos and
Rohrer, continued to aid the
club at Eugene. Updegrave
took third in floor exercise at
7.5, and Brown scored 8.05 on
bars to place fourth.
As surprising as Eastern 's
performance was last Saturday, Davis felt her team just
might have been able to pull
off the upset of the year if
standouts Gail Allert and Kit
Wickward hadn't missed the
trip. Wickward is asource of
particular concern for Davis,
as her recurring back troubles
threaten to sideline the
promising all-around the rest
of the year.
With or without those two,
Eastern stands agood chance
of defeating both Seattle and
Montana Saturday. EWSC
easily beat Spokane Community College's team after
the Sasquatch downed SU
earlier this season, and the
Eagles edged Montana in their
season debut Jan. 8despite the
absence of Chulos, Rohrer and
Wick ward.

Lad yGymnasts AISU

It's rare when asports team
gets a morale boost from a
defeat, but that's exactly the
type of lift Eastern 's women's
gymnastics team will be
carrying to Seattle University
Saturday when they face the
Chieftains and the University
of Montana from Missoula.
The Eagles take aso-so 4-3
season record into the Seattle
meet, but Coach Maxine
Davis gets downright jovial
when discussing her team's
latest loss.
That defeat came last Saturday at Eugene, when ashorthanded Eastern crew lost by a
surprisingly narrow 124.6117.6 margin to an excellent
University of Oregon squad.
(Monmouth's Oregon College
of Education pulled out of the
meet late last week.)
HWe thought we did really
well," Davis glowed. uwe
thought there'd be alot bigger
point different between us and
Oregon, but we were within a

frontation with a5p.m. match
versus Pacific University of
Forest Grove, Ore., and then
Oregon Tech College invades
the Pa_vilion at 7p.m.
Pacific University, rated
I0th nationally in the NAIA 's
most recent poll, fea tu res 177pounder Charlie Lemcke, last
year a third-place finisher in
the NAIA Championships.
He and Eastern 's Lanny
Davidson, a two-time NAJA
champion, will engage at 177
pounds in what could be a
preview of the national title
match. This year's national
championships of course, will
be staged at the EWSC campus March 3-5.
In another key match, Ken
Foss will tangle with Pacific's
Bob Motoka at 118. Motoka
was a sixth-place recipient at
last year's Nationals and
defeated Foss in the finals of
the Portland State University
Tournament last Saturday.
Montana, according to
Coach Curt Byrnes, figures to
be the second toughest foe on
this weekend's agenda while
WWSC and Oregon Tech are
both considered among the
..also-rans" in the Evergreen
Conference.
Last Wednesday the Eagles
registered a 32-14 dual-match
win over North Idaho,

(Junior) College of Coeur
d'Alene, andSaturdayEastern
placed second among 14 teams
at Portland. Oregon State
University of Corvallis, rated
one of the top IO NCAA teams
in the country, topped the field
with 72 points.
Jerry Lorton (126), Mike
Reed (158) and Lanny Davidson (177) went through four
matches undefeated to give
EWSC its three individual
titles at PSU.
Don Wilson, wrestling
competively for only the second time of the season since
becoming eligible, captured
third place for the Eagles in
the heavyweight division.
Foss, second-place finisher
at the 118-pound slot, was the
only other Eagle to grab a
trophy.
Reed, Davidson and Wilson
each scored pins to lead
Eastern in its win over North
Idaho, the nation's top-rated
junior college wrestling squad.
Foss and Jerry Allen (167)
both won on decisions while
ISO-pounder Allan Spaulding
fought Don Owen to a 5-5
standoff.
The EWSC-North Idaho
confrontation was not considered an official match but
instead was designated as a
junior varsity event.

Spaghett~ .By Mike Moulton

Swimmers Near Playoffs
by Brien Lautman

Sports Writer
Be it ever so humble, there's
no place like Fairchild Air
Force Base for holding your
home swim meets.
And that's exactly where the
EW men's and women's swim
teams will be this weekend for
their final two regular season
meets prior to the men's
Evergreen Conference Championships next weekend and
the women's regional finals
Feb. 24-26.
Both Eastern teams will see
action in three meets at
Fairchild this weekend when
the University of Calgary and
Walla Walla's Whitman
College visit at 7 p.m .
tomorrow night , and
Whi tworth Co ll ege of
Spokanecomes out at I p.m.
Saturday.
EWSC's men carry a 4-S
ledger into tomorrow's competition, whilethegalsare 7-5.
The Eaglemenand women
both handled Whitworth easily in their home debuts last
Friday, scoring respective
team victories of 65-42 and 6452. The University of Montana came in from Missoula
The Easterner

Saturday and bombed the men taking the above two events
for the third straight time, and the 200-meter breastroke.
however, with a71-41 win. Stone came in at 2:08. l in the
Both those dates were free, l:03.4 in the fly and
changed at the last minute, as 2:59.0
breast event.
was the decision to send only Randyin theWillis
picked up a
the Eastern women to Central pair of firsts in men's
competiWashington State College in tion, winning the 100-meter
Ellensburg last Saturday. The freestyle in 58.3 and also the
Eagles split with six teams at
medley in 2:37.I.
Central, topping Whitman, 200-meter
Greg
Pitts
a runaway
Whitworth and Western winner in the lwas
,000-meter
freeWashington State_College of style(12:39.8), JackAnderson
Bellingham, but losing to host was tops in one-meter diving
CWSC, Highline Community with a 245.05score, and T.J.
College near Seattle and Murphy -won the 200-meter
Portland State University. backstroke in 2:49.6.
No other information from For the women, Bonnie
the Central affair was Sherar
atched Stone with
available, and there wasn't thr ee m
vi ctori es aga in st
much good news to report Whitworth
. Shealso was best
from themen'sSaturdaymeet in the 100-m
eter fly(l :23.7),
at Fairchild, either.
n backed up that perforBob Stone was again the
ce with firsts in the400Eastern's mainstay against man
meter freestyle(5:20.2) and the
Montana, however, as he SO-m
fly(:33).
cruisedtovictories in the200- Sueter
e
H
odgson
was No. I in
meter freestyle and the 100- the l00-meter breast
meter butterfly. He came as well as inboththein50l:24.4
and
within two-tenths of the IOO-meter breastrokes with
nationalqualifying standard at respective times of 40. l and
I:02.9in the latter event.
I:24.4. Connie Hill scored
Stone also paced the male 159
one-meter diving to
Eagles in Friday's wm over win.25thatinevent,
and Mary Orr
Whitworth, as he went the
the 200-meter individual
triple-winner rout~ again by won
medley in 3:08.2.
Page 9
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Eagle Gals Stay Away
For Hoop Road Games
By Brien Lautman

swipe a victory from Oregon
Sports Writer
State University of Corvallis
Life on the road has always the night before by ascore of
been said to be the toughest 60-58.
place in which to win.
The EW girls will be back
But for Eastern on the long, lonesome road for
Washington's women games with Montana State
hoopsters, who have won four University in Bozeman
of their first five away games tomorrow night, and they
this season, playing on a then scoot to Missoula for a
foreign court does not seem to battle with the University of
affect their game.
Montana on Saturday.
Although the girls lost their Next Wednesday they stick
first road game last Saturday a little closer to home with a
night in Ellensburg to ascrap-. game at Spokane Falls ComPY Oregon College of Educa- munity College in Spokane
tion team from Monmouth, before finally returning home
59-52, they did manage to next weekend.

Women's Hoop Stats

I-

PLAYER
GPFGM PCT FTM PCT. AST REB AVG. TO
BevBrown
9 26 31.7 11 45.8 24 39 4.3 42
'LeaAnne Bradford 5 13 36.0 5 45.0 5 15 3.0 9
'DebbieChard
6 10 34.4 0 0.0 12 13 2.1 14
BeccaClark
9 24 38.7 12 35.2 2 75 8.3 21
'S haron Goodwin 6 2 33.0 1 33.0 3 4 .66 7
'Teresa Gregory 6 3 27.2 4 66.6 7 5 .83 13
'K'Anne Howland 9 40 45.4 12 54.5 7 44 4.8 31
Jae Jae Jackson
9 53 45.2 13 54.1 13 65 7.2 26
'Lori Kinzer
6 1 14.2 1 33.3 3 7 1.1 19
Barb Molina
9 28 31.8 12 48.0 6 55 6.1 27
'BarbPullar
12 10 27.0 13 65.0 18 12 1.0 28
ArleneSomday
9 32 43.8 17 53.1 29 40 4.4 49
'Cheryl Statema 10 24 34.7 7 46.6 10 36 3.6 31
Jennifer Steinert
9 49 40.8 11 50.0 26 100 11.1 32
'Indicates8games included intotals.

ST PTS.
6 7.0
3 6.2
10 2.2
9 6.6
3 .8
2 2.0
9 10.2
8 13.2
8 .5
8 7.5
16 2.7
37 9.0
12 5.5
23 12.1

The Eagles' losslast Saturday in Ellensburg at the hands
of OCE was decided at the foul
line, as Oregon hit nine more
charity throws than did
Eastern to lower EWSC's
record to 11-3.
Abig blow to the Eagles,
however, came in the first half
when Eastern's Barb Molina
sprained her foot and was
forced to leave the game. She.
was replaced by back-up
center Becca Clark, who filled
in admirably by pouring in 12
points and hauling down 12
rebounds to pace the EW attack.
The girls, however, had alittle better luck the night before
against the OSU Beavers as
they eeked out the 60-58 win.
The Eagles frittered away a
29-23 halftime advantage in
the latter part of the game, but
never completely yielded to
Oregon State.
Molina was the stopper for
Eastern as she rammed home
16 points, including two freethrows with just 10
seconds remaining to give the
Eagles the heart-stopping win.

Jae Jae Jackson

Other than Molina, the
Eagles got outstanding help
from both Bev Brown and Jennifer Steinert, who threw in 12
points apiece to round out the
scoring and help the Eagles to
their 11th win of the year.
Last Tuesday Eastern
Washington played host to the
North Idaho (Junior) College
Cardinals in the Special Events
Pavilion and bombed the
visitors 72-34.
That game was a complete
runnaway as the Cardinals
were
matchorforreserves.
either the
iagle nostarters
The girls raced to a 43-13
halftime lead behind Clark's

Jennifer Steinert

11 points as the 6-2 pivot
dwarfed the smaller NIC
players. The Eagles played especially good defense, and as
far· as offense goes theywere
like clockwork, looking for
and usually getting the unmolested lay-in.
The second half turned into
arerun of the first, except that
this time the EWreserves were
the ones tearingapart the Cardinals.
Led by K' Anne Howland,
who bagged a game-high 16
points, the girls ran over and
around NIC while outscoring
them29-21after intermission.

Pros Eye Richter, Curtis
EWSCfootball coachJohn
another operation."
M~ssengale has revealed that getAmon
the teams besides
Eaglegraduates MikeRichter Seattle kgnown
etalkingto
and Steve Curtis are being Richter are thtoebNew
York
looked at seriouslybythe pro Giants, according to
scouts.
Massengale.
Accordingto thehead men- Incidentally, Massengale
tor, theSeattleSeahawkshave noted that the only former
already requested films on Eaglecurrentlyplayingin the
Curtis, and theSeahawks are NFL, Philadelphia's Bob
just one of several clubs in- P
icard, is staying inthat area
terested in Richter. Both this
to do some subplayers aredefensive safeties.' stitutewinter
teaching.
(H.S.)
Curtis, who left Eastern
after fall quartertowork, was
namedtothesecond-teamAllEvergreen Conference squad
in '76 despitemissinghalf the (All lntramuralsInformation, beIt right
misspelledor not, dated or not
seasonwith abrokenfoot. -or wwrohng,
atever, It Is furnished to The
Richter was a graduate
solely as aservice of thelnassistant under Massengale Easterner
tramuralsdepartment.)
last fall whilerecoveringfrom
COED BOWLING
aserious knee operationwhich
almost certainlywas theonly AMERICAN
WL
Fudpuc
ker
orldAirlines
8O
thingstoppingthe pros from Team No. 7WLEAGUE
8O
drafting him following his Pikes
71
senior year in 1975.
ROTC No. 1
44
ho'sWho
35
An NAIAfirst-teamselec- W
26
tion in '75, Richter was also Rams
ROTC No. 2
08
accorded All-EvCo and All- High
JAN.25- -Hlgh Game, team No~i.765.
Team- Team No. 7, 2257.
District I attention several High Serles,
Games, Men- BIii Matthews,
times.
225; Paul Ramsey, 208. 201. High
Women-Cindy Inglis,149;NanBecause his knee is still not cGames,
yMorton, 143;Inglis, 139. High Serles,
100 per cent, Richter is M
en- Ramsey, 550; Bruce McBurney,
presentlylooking at some high 512,
Gregg Helgeson, 510. High Serles,
Women- Inglis, 403; Morton, 392; Sue
school coaching offers as well Smith,
348.
as the National Football NATIONAL
LEAGUE
WL
League.
Panama Red
10 2
84
Massengale notes th at Skins
84
Richter has been made even NAIC
Mixed Reactions
7• 5
Bowlers
66
more uncertain about his PBedrock
57
futureplansduetotheconfu- -Roy Heaven
210
sion over whether or not a Gutter
Lucky Strikes
210
LAST THURSDAY- High Game,
college draft will be heldthis TeamP-Roy, 767. High Serles,
year. The coach now believes Team- Mixed
Reactions, 2,159. High
Men- Gary George, 215; Steve
that his former standout's Games,
Melchin, 213, 195. High Games,
knee will hold up if he does WomenCheryl Loden, 178; Ann
decideto play, however.
cAllster, 170; KathyFelman, 149.High
Serles, Men-Melchin, 582; George, 484;
"Richter's knee is getting M
Dimock, 477. High Serles,
stronger," said Massengale, Duane
omen- MoAllster, 443; Loden, 419;
"and Idon't think he'll have to W
Felman, 389.

lntramurafs

Overyour career,Washingtonfat-catsplantotakealmosthalf
of yourlife's earnings tospend forthemselves.They call it taxes.
Wecall it arip-off. Now' sthetimetoget'emoff our backsand
out of our li ves. Youdecide.Join thesheep ready to besheared.
Or joinYAF' sdriveto cut bloatoutof government.
Andhelpstarveafeedingbureaucrat.

ZEROGROWDI.
GOVERNMENr
-----------------------------1
WashingconYoung .
Americans for Freedom

60(,. I10th N.E.#106
Bellevue. WA 98004

YAF

YOUNG AMERICANSFOR FREEDOM
It'sabouttime. Tell mehow Icanhelp.

nc1m ·___________________ age ___

dddrl15S- - - - ------- - - - -- - - -- - -

ity------------state____ _ zip ___
td\!f)hCJnv------------------ -- -
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Cox Locks Up January Honor

by Howie Stalwick
Eddie Waters. Etc., etc., etc.
Sports Editor
The list goes on forever,
On a campus where the records that have helped esathlete is often king, Eastern t blish Cox as a ..legend" of
basketball star Ron Cox sorts on the Eastern campus
graciously declines the throne. for many, many years to come.
He is the original Invisible
s amazing how little the
Man at EWSC. See no evil, But it'224-pound
senior post
speak no evil, do no no-nos. 6-6,
has been affected by all
He's as colorful off the court man
the
glory,
all
the
pressure,
and
as he is on it, which is to say it makes it all the more surthat he's about as eye-catching prising that Cox already ranks
as your average Tawanka this season as his favorite at
meal. All he does is get the job Eastern before it's even near
done-again and again and completion.
again in a manner which has "This year has been the
established him as one of the funnest since I've been here,"
all-time greats in Eastern said Cox, 1 smiling as he
basketball history.
watched l /2 -year-old Jamie
Married at 18, afamily man ramble about the quiet Special
at 20, Cox remains the same Events Pavilion.(Cox and wife
rather reserved, pleasant sort Betty also became parents of a
of guy who came to Eastern in daughter two weeks ago.)
the fall of 1973 from his tiny
More Relaxed
hometown of Coulee City, .. I've really been able to
Wash.
relax and enjoy the game this
Now he's been named by season," Ron continued.
The Easterner sports staff as ..There's not so much pressure
Athlete of the Month for that I've got to 'do it all.' We
January, but certainly that have great depth, so we don't
.. honor" has to rank some- have to depend on one guy or
where very near the bottom of two like me and Edthe incredible list of accom- die-there's always been
plishments
Cox has gathered somebody coming up with
in 31/2 seasons of collegiate great games.
play.
far this has been the
For example: Third-team ..Soyear,
maybe because I
All-American and All-North- best
know
it'
west Small College last season. after this,s it'mys alllastover.yearAndandI
All-District I the past three
by far that this is the best
years, All-Evergreen think
I've been on since I've
Conference last two seasons. team
here."
All-time leading EvCo beenThough
raised in Coulee
rebounder. Nominated for the
(population 558 and climprestigious Pizza Hut Classic City
bing),
Cox
was actually born
all-star game this spring.
after a "mad dash to Soap
Impressive List
to the nearest hospital
Two-time defending District 25Lake"
miles away. To hear Ron
Iand EvCo rebounding leader. talk about his hometown, he
Two-time defending District had little choice but to start
leader in field-goal percentage, playing basketball at an early
and 13th in the NAJA last age.
year. Defending EvCo scoring "That's all there is to do in
champion. Most Valuable Coulee City," Cox laughs.
Player of 1976 EWSC Christ- "There's hoops all over town.
mas Classic. Team leader in You either play sports or you
rebounding and shooting don't do anything at all.
percentage all three years. "It was fun, though," he
Tops in team scoring as a was quick to point out. "Itake
freshman, junior and again a lot of kidding on the team
this season. Four-year starter. about being from such asmall
Co-captain this season with town, and it has its drawbacks,

Rifle Teams Visit Idaho
For
WSU lnVitational
Eastern 's varsity and ROTC experienced than usual last

Ron Cox

but it was a lot of fun doing
some weird stuff. You know,
throwing water baloons,
seeing how fast you can,, drive
past the town cop ...
Gee, Ron, sounds like areal
ball. Fortunately for Cox's
sanity (and the police
department), Ron spent most
of his time playing sports in
Coulee City. He helped lead

when the EWSC varrifle teams resume their Inland Saturday
sity placed fourth in open
Empire Rifle Conference competition
the ROTC
season this Saturday after a took fifth in itsanddivision
two-month layoff when the Idaho State Universityat the
Washington State University vitational in Pocatello. InInvitational goes across the
border to the University of Naluai said varsity members
Lonnie Price and Linda Herz
Idaho in Moscow.
Saturday's match is the led the two teams with respecthird of five IERC affairs this tive scores of 536 and 532 out
winter. Winners of both the of a possible 600 points. The
ROTC and varsity divisions four top varsity shooters from
the last 11 years straight, Eastern totalled 2,101 points
Eastern's ROTC crew is again to miss third place by one
tops in their particular point and finish 60 behind
category as well as overall, b.ut first-place University of
the varsity currently trails Alaska- Fairbanks' 2, l61
Go nzaga University of total (2,400 possible).
Spokane in the varsity stan- Price and Herz finished in
dings and is third overall. . the top 15among varsity inSgt. Major George Nalua1, dividu als, but no ROTC
who coaches both EWSC members placed high as that
teams, notes that this is a team posteda1,978score.The
rebuilding year at Eastern. University of Washington
Naluai'stwosquads were even ROT team won that
ore in - category. (H.S.)
y un ge r andl'hem
Easterner

C.C. High to four consecutive the footsteps of older brother
league and district cham- Mel, the all-time modern-era
pionships and State BTourna- EvCo scoring leader who
ment appearances, where they played so brilliantly in the
twice finished second.
for Central
· But despite earning B mid-sixties State
College of
tourney (state), district and Washington
E
llensbu
rg.
league all-star honors his final Before the teaching,
three years in high school, however, and before the
Cox's only serious major- coaching,
adream to
college scholarship offer came fulfill. Oh,Coxifshashardly
a lifefrom Washington State and-death matter with the
University-in football, since guy, but he admits he'd likebiga
he was also the star tight end
at pro basketball to see if
on Coulee City's talented shot
he can fare any better than
eight-man grid teams.
Mel
did during his brief trail
Cox claims he wasn't surthe American Basketball
prised at the lack of interest by with
Association's Kentucky
bigger schools. "Coming out C
of high school, Icouldn't play olonels.
real worried about
major-college basketball. My it,""I'mCoxnot states.
"If I get
defense was pretty poor."
I'll turn out and give it
Of course, Cox hardly drafted,
best shot. But if I don't
regrets his decision to come to my
make it, it's not going to ruin
Cheney.
my
life.
My main ambition is
"Of all the places who were
to coach high school
recruiting me," said Cox, still
"(Eastern Coach Jerry) basketball.
Krause was the most sincere. "My offense won't get me
He stressed the academics as into the pros," Cox added. "I
much as the basketball. Idon't think my defense is what will
think I could've got more out get me in there. But Coach
of basketball than at Eastern." Krause has told me that being
Now Cox is nearing the end from asmall school is going to
of both his illustrious college be a drawback-there's a lot
basketball career and his of politics involved."
schooling, which apparently Too bad. Because Ron Cox
will lead to a history degree. may not be the most exciting
He plans eventually to teach at guy on the court, but he is one
the high school level and coach of the most effective. And he's
the sport he loves, following in a pretty nice guy, too.

CHENEY
PRO SHOP
WE'RENEWI

502 h1st Street
1

235-8414

For Convenience
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We Carry: CONVERSE and NIKE SHOES

LEACH and WILSON RACKETS
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EWSC Men Head Westward
For Weekend Gym Action

Jayvees Prepare For
Junior College Squads
The Eastern junior varsity nights earlier by burying the

ByHowie Stalwick
Sports Editor
Fresh off their fir t victory
of the ear, the atern men'
g111 nastic team will try to
··double" their victory total
tomorrow evening whenthey
meet the niversity of Briti h
'olum bia in Vancouver.
Coach Jack Benson feels hi
Eagle· ha ea goodchance ver~us B of repeating their
16 .25- 156.7 success over
Oregon .allege of Education
la t aturda at Monmouth.
Howe er, the boss know.
that Sat urda aftern oo n's
meet with NCAA power
niver ·it or Washington in
eattle :hould wind up ·1 bit
more likela·t Friday' 192.016 .0 defeat at the hands of
ho t P9rtland State Univer it.
"The Uni ersit of
Washinglon is scoring around
_oo.
" warned Benson, "but
I'm more concerned with
preparing us for our own
NAIA Nationals. Asfor UB,
we beat themby quite a
marginlast year, and I don't
know how toughthey'll be. '
The Eagle' success hope
will be enhanced greatly if
freshman all-around Ron
Zsigmondovics can maintain
1

reserves 93-68 in the
men's basketball squad faces Central E
vents Pavilion. Untheir toughest weekend yet Special
fortunately, the team's inconwhen the club faces junior sistent
d
efen
playwas once
college foe North Idaho againobviousive
sthenight before
'allege and Walla Walla in Moses Lak
e, where Big
omm unity ollege this Bend C. . edged
the visitors
weekend.
Lo.ers in both their earlier 84-80.
games again t the two teams Eastern pulled away from
while co mpiling their 4-4 entralafterbuildingup a42record, EWSCwill meet NIC halftimeleadbehind the18at 7: 0 t morrow night in 31
eight-rebound effort of
·oeur d.Alene beforeplaying point,
frosh star Kirk Huwe. Mike
their fir t "prime-time" home A
lsto
n
,
36 points
game of thesea onMonday at in thelosswhoat scored
Central, pumped
7:30 p.m. intheSpecial Events in 15last Saturday
with
Pa vilionversus theWarriors. fiveassistsand five along
rebounds,
oach
G
re
g
Smith'
s
jayv
ee
hil e Rick Piper (eight
Ron Zsigmondot'ics
NickVan "·
crew will againbe yieldinga w
rebounds) and Russ Leslie
great
d
eal
in
both
size
and
helped out further on
(nine)
PortlandStatesquadwith an trengthtothetwo-yearclubs.
the form he showed last id
entical 7.7 score the night But theEastern mentor thinks theboards.
, eekend while finishing first before,
NickYantook a his club will farewell if they Smith had few official
again t OCE at 42.0andthird secondinandvaulting
at P Uwith a41.85score. witha fine8.9mark.at Portland can
produce thetypeof defen- statistics fromthe Big Bend
"Zsigmondovics is really
effort they showed last game, but henoted that Dan
comingon- he'sdoing afan- Vanwas first inthe vault the sive
night againstCentral Schmarr led his club with 14
tastic job," praised Benson. followingday at OCEat 8.6. Saturday
College.
W
ashington
points, followed by Skip
.. AI·o, SteveShumski was out- Zsigmondovics keyed his all- TheEaglesState
a104-95 ·Callaghanwith13 and Alston
standingontheside horse at 1 around win with seconds on whipping in avenged
Ellensburg five and Lesliewith IO each.(H .S.)
OCE,. a,,was AlSmith in floor the parallel bars (7:4) and in
c..:xerc1se.
humski and Smith both vaulting, where he tied at 8.5.1
placed second in the above Junior Curt Nagashimaalso
t:ventswith respectivescores of recorded a pair of seconds Eastern baseball Coach Ed baseman Tom Zuber and third
7.7 and 7.9 at Monmouth.· Saturday with a 6.9 score on Chissus
Scott Plucker.
sent his troops baseman
Shumski also was second in the still rings and 6.95 mark on through their
Shortstop Nick Tsoukalas, a
first
official
transfer from the
theside horse versus the tough the horizontal bar.
workouts Tuesday as the senior
University of Washington,
Eagles' seven-week "training looks
like
an even bigger catch
camp" opened in the Special for the Eagles
this year with
Events Pavilion.
the recent loss of EvCo and
trailedat the half 43-34.
the
losing
cause.
The
promising
Eagle
nine
By Brien Lautman
all-star infielder Jim
The Hawks, jovial as they
10 returning District
SportsWriter
Maglaras.
preliminary game to features
seemed, still blazed red-hot theTheSe.ahawk-EW
lettermen,
including
a
"readyMondaynight inthe Special after
was made" starting rotation of Chissus reports that
intermission with Sher- a battle betweencontest
EventsPavilion,acollection of man Smith,
Maglaras evidently dropped
Inmore tramural All-Stars andthe
John Pettoello, out
EWSC athletic department along the lineswhooflooks
of school after fall quarter.
the
var- righthanders
Miles
Marquez,
Eldon
Hanfaculty members and former tank , doiqg mosta Sherman
Part of the reason may be due
team.
cock
and
Dean
Hinchcliffe.
college stars, together with the scoring while cashing inofforthe14 sityThefootball
All-Stars defeated the Other lettermen coming to the serious knee operation
Seattie Seahawks football second-half points.
95-81 as they used a back include All-EvCo and the promising youngster sufteam, put on their version of The EW athletes and staff gridders
balanced
attack while All-District I outfielder Larry fered late last season, an injury
thestoryDavid andGoliath. were not quite through with breezing toscoring
No Brown, catcher Sam Worth, which had put his baseball
However, this version went the boys from Seattle as they statistics fromtheirthevictory.
game were first
future at Eastern or anywhere
somewhat differently. Forone mounted a surge, led by pro available.
basemen Keith Snyder else
in considerable doubt.
thingit was abasketball game, volleyball star and former
and
Rick
Doerflinger,
second
(H.S.)
and for another,Goliath came E.agle Bernie Hite, along with
out on top,that is the Seahawk scrappy Kougy Lewis. That
AII-Stars whipped the EW pair's efforts, however, could
athletes and staff 81-73.
them within five
The game was a light- only bring
at 71-66.
hearted duel from the start points
i-: rom there it was all
with the Seahawks 6-4 Ron downhill
for the Seahawks as
Howard doing most of the they scored
10 more points
clowning, but also managing downthe stretch
to
todomostof thedamage ashe onlyseven for the compared
Eagleswhile
jokedhi waytoeight first-half easing to their conquest
over
points along with numerous the"Davids" of Eastern.
rebTounds.
heonlythingkeeping the Leading scorers for the
contingent from Eastern in the Hawks were Howard with 14
contest was the shooting of and Sherman Smith, who
former varsityperformers Rob tallied an identical 14 points.
I
Watson and RobRidnour, as Game scorin g ho nors,
theycombinedfor overhalf of however, went to Ridnour,
~,~~!L·~~~~~
the Eagles· points as EW who pumped in 16 points in

Baseball Worlcouts Open.

Hawks Dump Local Cagers

Power Plants Started Today •••
I
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mean Jobs and CareersTomorrow
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Submarines, Fruit Salad Bowl/Pumpkin Bread.Western
II FRI.Cas
Two hundred and t~~nty-eig ht nuclear plants, already
serole
p
lanned,
can be providingmuchof the nation's power
1
I
SwissCheese on Aye, PorkSalad Bowl, Lasagna
b
y
1985.
That energy means jobs for about six million
5:
Americanworkers.
II SAT.Grilled
Bologna &Cheese Sandwich, Egg Salad Bowl, I
. Public support for power plant construction isessenPork6: Biscuit Roll
I
tial. Delaysonly addto thecost. Solvingtheenergycrisis
SUN.
I•MON.Hash7: Browns, Eggs, Sausage links, Cinnamon Rolls I; maybe themost urgentchaIlenge of our time.
, Turkey Salad Bowl Hamburger Pie
1I TUES.Tamales
8:
I TH
EWASHING
TON WATERPOWER CO.
Pizza,Meat Salad Bowl,Salmon Loaf/CreamPeas
I\ WED.Hamburgers,
9:
.
I
CONSERVATIONofENERGY is RESPONSIBLECITIZENSHIP
Chefs Salad, Cream Chipped Beef onToasJ
1
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